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Love and Freedom  
Without love and freedom, where would we be? In the book The Giver Lois 

Lowry uses Jonas and the Giver to portray how important love and freedom really are. 

Through showing what it’s like to not have love and freedom, we can see that Lower is 

teaching us that love and freedom gives us life.  

There is absolutely no freedom in the community, even if the citizens believe they 

do. Even Jonas believed he was free, before he began his training. There are so many 

rules, and if they even break one rule they get murdered. “Desperately the Pilot had 

been trying to make his way back before his error was noticed. Needless to say, he will 

be released.” One small innocent mistake, and the pilot was released. There are so 

many rules that they have to follow, they don't even realize they are being controlled. 

The members of the community don’t even have freedom in the simple things The rules 

even control the family structure. “Two children - one male, one female - to each family 

unit. It was written very clearly in the rules.” The members of the community don’t even 

get to experience real family. They get their spouses picked, and they children assigned 

to them. How can we feel authentic love with a hand picked family?  

Love was always there, Jonas just had to find the love in different places. Jonas 

didn’t find love in his assigned family. He found love in the ones that he cared about, 

and the ones that care about him. “The Giver hugged him. I love you Jonas.” The Giver 



loves Jonas because they actually care about each other. The only other person Jonas 

actually loves is Gabriel. Jonas loves him because Gab is so innocent, and he is all 

Jonas has. Jonas would do whatever it takes for Gabriels safety. “His consciousness 

grasped at a wisp of another warm memorie, and tried desperately to hold it there, to 

enlarge it, and pass it into Gabriel.” Jonas gave up his warmth for Gabriel, he didn't 

have to, but that shows that Jonas really does love Gabe. If Jonas was like the other 

clueless members of the community, he wouldn’t know love, or any other feelings either. 

Without freedom and love, we are all like animals in cages, not being able to feel. 

The members of the community believe they are all smart, and they believe they all 

know everything. “I know that I know nothing”-Socrates. Jonas and the Giver are both 

intelligent because they know that there is so much more that they can be discovering, 

so they keep looking. That is what makes them intelligent, and what makes them be 

able to know true feelings. The members of the community think they know everything 

but they don’t! They don’t even know what it's like to love. “Do you love me? There was 

an awkward silence for a moment. Then father gave a little chuckle. Jonas you of all 

people. Precision of language, please!” The members of the community don’t even 

know what the word loves mean! True knowledge is with freedome, and knowing how to 

love.  

Without freedom we wouldn’t be able to be ourselves, or make our own 

decisions. Without love there would be nothing worth fighting for, because why try for 

something that is not important to us.  

 



 

 






